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SoundPro 310 – The practical helper for
call centres and offices
You will experience the best telephone comfort with the
freeVoice SoundPro 310. The outstanding sound quality and
ergonomic design of the SoundPro 310 gives you the feeling
of a face-to-face conversation. It almost lets you forget you
are on the phone.

Best sound quality
Broadband loudspeakers offer maximum sound quality, for
fewer misunderstandings and repeated questions. The
noise-cancelling microphone filters out ambient noise and
ensures and optimum voice quality.

The SoundPro 310 satisfies your basic requirements on an
optimum phone call and convinces through its outstanding
value for money. The SoundPro 310 offers the most innovative
functions such as a noise-suppressing NC microphone, soft
ear pads and adjustable headband.

Exemplary wearing comfort
The large, soft ear pads with their fully flexible suspension
offer ideal wearing comfort. This means that the ear pads
automatically adjust to the individual shape of the ear for
better acoustic coupling. This allows the headset user to
concentrate fully on the phone call.

Adjustable
headband

New, ultra-elegant
microphone

King-size
ear pads
Broadband
loudspeakers

270° microphone arm

Noise-Cancelling
Mikrofon

Quick Disconnect (QD) lead

Headset cable
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Features and advantages
Features

Advantage

Noise-cancelling microphone

Effectively reduces background noise and improves understanding

Neodymium loudspeaker

Exceptional sound quality with broadband with a frequency bandwidth from 150 to 6800 Hertz,
matches the bandwidth used for professional IP telephone systems.

Audio-shock protection

Protects the user's hearing by adjusting noise peaks and sudden loud noise down to a safe level
(118 dB SPL).

Connection

Quick Disconnect (QD) lead.

Earpiece joints can be rotated
around 180 degrees

Space-saving storage and transport thanks to the earpiece joint that can be rotated around 180
degrees.

Microphone

Can be rotated around 270°

Large ear pads

Exchangeable king-size ear pads that completely cover your ears for optimum understanding

Available as a mono and duo headset

Mono headset for quiet workplaces, duo headset for louder working environments.

Wearing style

Adjustable headband designed to be worn all day

Weight

Mono: 49 g, Duo: 67 g

Warranty

2 years

Scope of delivery
Wired headset with lightweight, king-size ear pads of foam and synthetic leather.
Article number
Mono: FSP310M, Duo: FSP310B
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